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Abstract—In a nutshell, stay-points are locations that a person
has stopped for some amount of time. Previous work depends
mainly on stay-point identification methods using experimentally
fine tuned threshold values. These behave well on their experi-
mental datasets but may exhibit reduced performance on other
datasets.
In this work, we demonstrate the potential of a geometry-
based method for stay-point extraction. This is accomplished
by transforming the user’s trajectory path to a two-dimensional
discrete time series curve that in turn transforms the stay-points
to the local minima of the first derivative of this curve.
To demonstrate the soundness of the proposed method, we
evaluated it on raw, noisy trajectory data acquired over the
period of 28 different days using four different techniques. The
results demonstrate, among others, that given a good trajectory
tracking technique, we can identify correctly 86% to 98% of the
stay-points.
I. INTRODUCTION
The knowledge of a person’s spatial whereabouts is an
important component of a ubiquitous system. In the past
years, several researchers have proposed various methods for
automatic collection of a user’s spatial trajectories using smart-
phone applications [2], [8], [13] running in the background.
Given appropriate algorithms for processing this spatial data
in order to extract useful information such as stay-points and
user patterns, important applications emerge. Examples of
such applications include predicting a user’s movement [5],
tourism [6], extracting individual life patterns [16] and rec-
ommending locations and activities [17].
In this work, we are interested in the user’s stay-points. A
stay-point is a location where the user has stopped for some
amount of time. This could be the user’s home or work where
the duration is large or could be the user’s children’s school
where a daily transportation is done. Even though the stay-
point identification problem has been previously addressed
by several researchers, the problem was mainly tackled as
a point clustering problem where usually existing clustering
techniques were used. An important aspect of previous work,
was the identification of the maximum distance between two
points such that they are considered to be in the same location
and the minimum time between them such that they are
labeled as stay-points [1], [7], [10], [18], [6], [12]. In contrast,
recent work [20], [15], [14] attempts to reduce the dependency
on these thresholds but introduces other thresholds. Another
problem is that confusion is generated to the reader as there
is no agreement on the values of distance and time thresholds
because their values vary significantly among different works.
Fig. 1. Method overview. We transform the user’s trajectory for a single
day to a 2D spatial curve. Using extrema extraction, we identify the user’s
stay-points; these are depicted using rectangles.
In addition, despite the fact that the exhibited performance
of previous work was quite good, demonstrating stay-point
identification rates of over 90%, this performance is mainly
achieved after experimental fine tuning of the different thresh-
old values such that they fit very well their datasets.
It is evident that an appropriate method that reduces signif-
icantly the dependence on experimentally deduced threshold
values or a method that requires little or no fine tuning does not
exist. In contrast, we propose a different perspective towards
stay-point identification as depicted in figure 1. Instead of di-
rectly processing the recorded raw spatial trajectories, we first
transform each daily spatial trajectory to a two-dimensional
(2D) discrete spatial curve. Now the problem of stay-point
identification is transformed from a thresholding problem to
an extrema extraction problem. Since, the spatial curve models
displacement over time and it’s first derivative models speed
over time, one can intuitively see it as unifying distance and
time thresholds into a single threshold. However this new
threshold required to identify an extremum has a well-posed
numerical value. Among others, we show that the proposed
method produces good results on both sparse and dense spatial
trajectory data, does not depend in any way on the uniformity
of the data points and it is stable over large positioning errors
that raw trajectory data exhibit.
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This article has two main contributions:
• We propose a novel method for stay-point identification.
This method tackles the problem from a completely
different perspective. In this same time it eliminates
dependency on threshold values that are experimentally
deduced and are good only on specific datasets.
• The proposed method is very stable over different tra-
jectory densities, works well on uniformly and non-
uniformly spaced raw data points.
II. RELATED WORK
Past work on stay-point extraction can be divided into
two groups. The work that depends on time and distance
thresholds [1], [4], [7], [10], [19], [18], [9], [6], [12], [11]
and the work that attempts to eliminate this dependency [20],
[15], [14].
One of the first methods was developed by Ashbrook and
Starner [1] that proposed that stay-points are points that
have stay time of at least 10 minutes and used the k-means
clustering algorithm in order to discover the optimal distance
that reveals stay-points. The next year, Hariharan et al. [4]
used the same thresholds but they proposed that their values
should be tuned according to the application. Nevertheless,
they show results for distance and time threshold of 50 meters
and 10 minutes, respectively. Kang et al. [7] suggest that a
good value for the distance threshold is 30 − 50m and for
time is 6 minutes for long stays and proposed a time threshold
of 100 − 150 seconds for quick stays. Even though Palma et
al. [10] still use a distance threshold they try to compute it by
computing the quantile function - the inverse of the cumulative
distribution function - of the gaussian curve for the arithmetic
mean and standard deviation of the list of distances between
consecutive points. The quantile function and a time threshold
value, proposed to be set to two minutes, are used to improve
the DBSCAN clustering algorithm for the purpose of stay-
point identification. Later, Zheng et al. [18], [19] proposed to
identify stay-points using a time threshold of 20 minutes and
a distance threshold of 200 meters. Also, Nishida et al. [9]
propose a 20 meter distance threshold and 5 minute time
threshold. Horahont et al. [6] consider the distance threshold
of 196 meters and the time threshold of 14 minutes to be
good as identified out of experiments with 15 people. Finally,
Pavan et al. [11] decide that for stay-point labeling the distance
threshold is 50 meters and the time threshold is 50 seconds.
They also introduce a speed threshold defined as the median
of all speeds reached within the trajectory data.
In contrast, other researchers [20], [15], [14] proposed
different approaches towards eliminating this dependency.
Zhou et al. [20] in order to detect a stay-point introduce
another threshold denoted as K. This is used in a time stamp
clustering algorithm to pre-process the trajectory data such that
a classical clustering algorithm such as k-means and DBSCAN
produce better results. In addition, the authors experiment with
a time threshold.
Yadav et al. [15] record Cell Ids and use a graph based
clustering algorithm in order to identify stay points. The graph
is built such that the cell ids are the vertices and two cell ids
are incident if their time difference is less than α; this ensures
successive cell ids are connected. Then they cluster vertices,
within the same cell id, using their edge weight and vertex
degree which are controlled by two arbitrary parameters η
and η′, respectively. Each cluster within a Cell represents a
stay-point.
Thomason et al. [14] propose a gradient-based visit extractor
algorithm. This algorithm works as follows: insert all points
into a buffer until the user has moved more than some
threshold (computed via the gradient) or the time difference
between the first point and the last point in the buffer is greater
than another time threshold; then if there is some duration
between the first and last points in the buffer, then a stay-point
is identified. The threshold for the gradient, that controls the
distance the user moved, depends on two parameters, which
are experimentally tuned per dataset.
It is obvious that there is no consensus on the number of
thresholds and their the best values. In the previous work, the
values for time threshold range from 50 seconds to 20 minutes
for long stays and the values for distance threshold range from
20 meters to 200 meters. Even though these numbers came out
of experimental results with groups of people, these results
are confusing when studying, evaluating or even attempting to
implement a previous method. In addition, we believe that the
stay-point identification problem can be more effectively tack-
led as a curve extremum problem than a clustering problem
for reasons including reduction of the two main thresholds of
time and distance to a single more intuitive threshold and the
simplification of implementation. Furthermore, we show in our
experimental results (see table IV) that these hard threshold
values lead to false identification of stay-points.
III. PROPOSED METHOD
We propose to transform the problem from a spatial to
a geometry problem such that the stay-points become curve
extrema. In this section, we provide the problem definition,
describe the problem transformation and explain how we
identify the stay-points.
A. The Problem
Objective. Given a spatial trajectory (of a person) for a
single day, the objective is to identify all the stay-points of
this person.
Input. The spatial trajectory is represented as the set S =
{loci = (ti, li)| i = 1...n}, where li = (latitude, longitude)
are geographical coordinates and ti (timestamp) is the
date/time that li is recorded.
Output. The stay-points, denoted as si, which are the
locations the user has stayed for some amount of time.
B. Problem Transformation
As already mentioned, we tackle the problem of stay-point
identification under a totally different perspective with respect
to the previous work. The first step is the transformation of the
spatial trajectory to a spatial curve as it is depicted in figure 1.
The spatial curve is a 2D increasing trajectory curve C
composed of points pi = (xi, yi), where xi is the elapsed
time since midnight (i.e. the beginning of the day) in minutes
and yi is the total displacement, in kilometers, until minute
xi.
The transformation is achieved via a bijective map M
(eq. 1), which is composed of the functions f (eq. 2, 4) and
g (eq. 3, 5). The function f (eq. 4) transforms the timestamp
ti to the xi-coordinate of a point and the function g (eq. 5)
transforms the position li to the yi-coordinate of a point.
M : (ti, li)→ (xi, yi) (1)
f : ti → xi (2)
g : li → yi (3)
f(ti) = ti −midnight|in minutes (4)
g(li) =
n∑
i=2
distance(li, li−1), g(l1) = 0 (5)
The function g transforms the geographical coordinate li to
the cumulative distance from the first geographical coordinate
l1.
C. Stay-point Identification
Given the resulting 2D spatial curve, we are in place
to identify the daily stay-points. We achieve this task by
performing extrema extraction on this curve.
Extrema extraction. Let’s see what a stay-point looks like
on a spatial curve. We remind that for every point (xi, yi) of
the spatial curve, xi is the minute, elapsed from midnight, that
the cumulative distance yi is recorded. It is also necessary to
remind that the spatial curve is an increasing curve. We claim
that the stay-points are the local minima of the 1st derivative
of the spatial curve; the rationale follows.
The first derivative of the spatial curve C ′(x, y) = ∆y/∆x
provides the speed of movement. So, when the user stops the
speed is zero or ideally C ′(x, y) = 0. An observation we make
is that the 1st derivative values are always greater than or equal
to zero (fig. 2b) because the spatial curve is an increasing one
(fig. 2a). Consequently it is easy to see that all stay-points are
local minima of the 1st derivative curve. These local minima
can be identified using the 2nd derivative (fig. 2c) check, which
is C ′′(x, y) = ∆2y/∆x2 = 0. However, in practice the second
derivative would never be zero. Instead, a numerically stable
widely used approach is to identify these local minima by
checking for zero-crossings of the 2nd derivative [3]. The 2nd
derivative will cross zero, from positive to negative, indicating
deceleration until the stop. When the user starts moving again,
the 2nd derivative will cross zero again, indicating acceleration
due to the movement.
A drawback of the 2nd derivative zero-crossing check is
that even though this check is adequate for identifying extrema
of the spatial curve, it also identifies inflection points of the
curve. Inflection points are stationary points where the sign of
curve’s curvature changes (or the curve’s concavity changes).
(a)
(b)
(c)
Fig. 2. Spatial curve overlayed with inflection points (diamonds) and stay-
points (rectangles). (a) spatial curve, (b) 1st derivative spatial curve, (c) 2nd
derivative spatial curve.
Given what the spatial curve represents, inflection points may
indicate short stops, e.g. due to traffic jams.
Generally it is easy to decide between an extremum or
an inflection point by just checking the concavity of the
curve or by thresholding on the 1st derivative value because
the 1st derivative is in the vicinity of zero (C ′(x, y) ≈ 0)
only for extrema points and conversely it is far larger than
zero for inflection points. However, in this application where
positioning errors are abundant and the spatial curve is not
smooth, these approaches cannot be applied without some
error filtering. As smoothing the curve is costly and using
hard thresholding iterates the problem of having to identify a
good threshold, we decide to use soft thresholding by using a
confidence value, as explained later.
Stay-point region. It is evident that the zero-crossings of
the 2nd derivative return a pair of points (pi,pj), where
i <= j. Even though we may get a pair of points we could
also get a single point, if i = j. In addition, we could get
more points (when i − 1 < j), i.e. a stay-point region [i, j].
This is completely normal as it depends on the number of
locations returned by the trajectory tracking technique when
the user is not moving. Considering the scenario that the user
has slowed down significantly, let’s say due to traffic, closeby
the destination, before completely stopping, it is possible that
this region contains outlier points. Similarly, it is possible that
the whole region corresponds to inflection points.
Extremum or Inflection? Given a pair of points (pi,pj)
that corresponds to consecutive zero-crossings, the aim is to
compute a confidence value that provides insight into whether
the corresponding region [i, j] is an extremum region.
First we compute the confidence value C(pw) for each point
pw, i ≤ w ≤ j according to equation 6, where p′w is the 1st
derivative on point pw, p
′
min is the minimum 1
st derivative
over all points of the curve. Equation 6 sets the confidence to
100% when the first derivative is less than e. When the first
derivative’s value is increasing the confidence decreases until
it becomes zero. Our experiments showed that a good value
for e is 0.05 as this doesn’t produce false minima. However, e
could be even smaller. A smaller e can be used to reduce error
due to noise, if such exists, by making it stricter to identify a
stay-point.
The second step is to compute the confidence C(pi,pj)
for the whole region (see eq. 8). The confidence value for
the region [i, j] is the confidence of the subregion [k,w] (see
eq. 7) with maximum confidence value.
C(pw) = 100, if p
′
w <= e
= 100− p
′
w − e
p
′
min
, if p
′
w > e
= 0, if
p
′
w − e
p
′
min
> 100
(6)
C(pk,pw) =
∑w
i=k C(pi)
w − k + 1 (7)
C(pi,pj) = max
i≤k≤w≤j
C(pk,pw) (8)
After the computation of the confidence C(pi,pj) we clas-
sify the region [k,w] as a stay-point region when C(pi,pj) ≥
80. When the confidence falls in the range [60, 80) the region
is considered a candidate stay-point region and we discard
regions with lower confidence values. A candidate stay-point
region may become a stay-point if the user identifies it as such
or if an analysis that aims to identify user stay-point patterns
indicates that it is a stay-point. Such an analysis is out of the
scope of the current work.
D. Computational Complexity
The proposed method requires the computation of the 1st
and 2nd derivatives and the computation of a maximum
confidence value for each candidate region. We compute the
derivatives using central differences with 2nd order accuracy.
Hence the derivatives can be computed concurrently. The
confidence value requires p
′
min, which is the minimum 1
st
derivative over all points of the curve. Similarly this can be ob-
tained during the computation of the 1st derivative. In addition,
the maximum confidence value for a region can be computed
in linear time as computationally this would mean to compute
the confidence value for the region and then trim from left and
right all points such that confidence increases. Therefore the
computational complexity of the proposed method is O(N),
where N is the number of points of the spatial curve.
In addition, replacing p
′
min with the constant 0.001, which
numerically is a good one, relaxes the need to have all 1st
derivatives prior to computing p
′
min. The advantage is that
the proposed method becomes real-time as it is able to process
trajectory points as they arrive and in this way identify stay-
points as they appear.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
The objective of the evaluation is to examine if the proposed
work performs in line to the theoretical analysis and identify
factors that may affect performance.
To this end, we have collected daily spatial trajectories for
a period of 28 days. This data was collected using different
spatial tracking techniques. We executed the proposed method
on the data produced by these techniques and collected all au-
tomatically generated stay-points with their confidence values.
In order to make a proper evaluation, we compared them with
the ground truth, i.e. the actual stay-points.
It is important to mention that we don’t perform an eval-
uation on publicly available datasets such as GeoLife [18]
because the ground truth is not provided. As a result it is not
possible to properly evaluate the performance of our method.
A. Data Acquisition
The iOS operating system via the coreLocation framework
provides two services for spatial tracking: (a) the standard
location service and (b) the significant location service. Service
(a) relies on the GPS sensor, generates uniformly spaced data
with various densities. Service (b) relies on the cell towers,
generates non-uniformly spaced, sparse data, as it provides a
new location at least every 500m or 5 minutes.
We implemented three applications that use the standard
location service in order to acquire the trajectory path using
three different densities: 100, 250 and 500 meters. We denote
these as SLS − 100, SLS − 250 and SLS − 500. In ad-
dition, we implemented one application that uses a combined
approach [13], which is denoted as hybrid. This approach uses
primarily the significant location service for spatial tracking.
Whenever a new location is acquired it schedules the standard
location service to power up in one minute in order to capture
extra locations; this ensures that if a stay-point occurred the
correct position of this point is captured. Examples of trajec-
tories generated by two different techniques for the same day
are provided in figure 3. We quickly observe the differences
in data density and uniformity.
The trajectory points were acquired using these four differ-
ent iOS applications running on an iphone 6S and an iphone 5.
Both devices run the iOS 10.x operating system. The iPhone
6S was used to run the SLS − 500 and the hybrid and the
iPhone 5 was used to run the SLS − 100 and SLS − 250. In
total, we acquired trajectories for 60 days and 28 unique days.
We acquired trajectories for 8 days using all four techniques,
8 days using two techniques (SLS−500, hybrid) and 12 days
using only the hybrid approach.
It is important to mention that the acquired data do not
go through any noise removal process for the purposes of
increasing accuracy rates. This means that the trajectory data
exhibit noise from 10m, which is normal, to about 1000
meters, which is extreme. The underlying reason is that we
want to demonstrate, via the experiments, robustness to noise.
Fig. 3. Trajectory tracking examples for a single day. Top: SLS-500. Bottom:
Hybrid.
B. Ground Truth
During the evaluation the subject manually logged in the
end of each day its stay-points including approximate arrival
and departure times. Figure 4 shows a state diagram for the
subject’s stay-points for a single day. The subject was moving
in urban and suburban areas by car and was concurrently using
the two iPhones to automatically track its daily whereabouts.
The ground truth stay-points are utilized in two ways: (a)
we manually check whether these were captured in the raw
trajectory data and (b) we compare them to the automatically
identified stay-points in order to evaluate the accuracy of the
proposed method.
C. Results
In order to evaluate the accuracy of the proposed method,
we compared the stay-points extracted from the raw trajectory
data, acquired using four different techniques, to the ground
truth stay-points. The comparison aims to reveal the accu-
racy for automatic stay-point identification, the accuracy for
inflection point identification, the percentage of false positive
stay-points. In addition, we compared the automatically ap-
proximated stay-point duration to the actual duration and also
examined whether a time threshold for identifying stay-points
could exhibit similar accuracy to the proposed method.
Fig. 4. One typical Wednesday.
TABLE I
SUMMARY OF RESULTS. IT INCLUDES THE NUMBER OF TRAJECTORY
DAYS, AVERAGE NUMBER OF TRAJECTORY POINTS PER DAY, THE SUCCESS
RATE AND THE PERCENTAGE OF FALSE POSITIVES.
# of
stay-
points
Points per
day
Success rate
(%)
False
positive
(%)
Hybrid 180 48 86 2.8
SLS-100 56 97 98 13
SLS-250 56 78 84 9
SLS-500 108 54 60 5
Table I shows the overall success rate of stay-point identifi-
cation for all data acquisition techniques. The best accuracy is
achieved by the SLS−100 technique with about 98% success
rate, and the second best accuracy by the hybrid approach with
86% success rate. In addition, we observe that our proposed
method exhibits a very few number of false positives -these are
falsely identified stay-points-, which can be as low as 2.8%.
Since the hybrid method produces the least number of data
points, we believe that the reduced data density reduces the
number of false positives and that the stay-point identification
accuracy is not directly related to the density of the data points.
We also observe that given adequate data points the results
could reach up to nearly 100% accuracy rates. However, we
notice that the increased number of data points increases the
possibility for false positives as these increase up to 13%.
The results show that the false positives and the missed stay-
points are not repeating over the same days (e.g. all Tuesdays).
Therefore, a good method that infers the user’s repeating
patterns will not include most of false positives and will
increase the success rate for stay-points due to inference of
the missing ones. After studying the results, we conclude that
false positives occurred mainly due to urban traffic and very
rarely due to other reasons. The increasing number of data
points produced by the techniques SLS−500, SLS−250 and
SLS−100, captured urban traffic with increasing accuracy. In
one such case, the author’s (driver) car was stationary for more
15 minutes. Unfortunately, such cases are quite difficult to
identify automatically without incorporating a learning method
into the process.
It is as important to investigate the reasons for failing
to identify some stay-points. According to table II, several
stay-points were not identified by the hybrid method because
(a) there were no trajectory points captured in their vicinity
(3.3%), (b) there were very few trajectory points in the vicinity
of stay-points (5.6%), (c) the stay was very short (2.2%) of
about a minute or so or (d) stay-points were identified but
with lower than 80% confidence (1.7%). If we assume non-
existence of reasons due to trajectory tracking techniques then
we can deduce that the success rate of our proposed method
is at least 90%, for the hybrid method. This hypothesis could
theoretically increase the success rate for SLS − 250 and
SLS − 500 to about 85%. Given the fact that the proposed
method executed on raw trajectory data, we believe that the
identification rate is quite satisfactory and can increase due to
pre-processing. Pre-processing can help to reduce the effect of
erroneous data as the trajectory data, in some cases, exhibited
positioning errors from 5m, which is normal, to more than
1000m, which is abnormal, both in urban and suburban areas.
In addition, the results summarized in both tables I and II
show that the proposed formula for computing the confidence
value has very good results. First, only very few stay-points are
not identified due to low confidence values; most of these are
candidate stay-points. Second, the number of false positives
due to high confidence can be as low as 2.8%. We note that
the main reason for increased false positives e.g. in SLS−100
was not the confidence value, as explained before. Third, the
proposed method assigned correct low confidence value to a
total of 204 inflection points, acquired by all four techniques,
which are 50% of the total number of stay-points.
TABLE II
THE REASONS SOME STAY-POINTS WERE NOT IDENTIFIED.
Short
stay (%)
Few points
(%)
No points
(%)
Low
confidence
(%)
Hybrid 2.2 5.6 3.3 1.7
SLS-250 1.8 0 7.3 1
SLS-500 0.9 3.7 21.3 0
Further, we have evaluated the accuracy of the automatically
computed duration by the two best performing trajectory
tracking techniques for all the common stay-points and days
by comparing them to the actual duration. Given the stay-
point region [k,w], the duration of stay was estimated by
considering the time to distance from pk−1 to pk and from pw
to pw+1 in addition to the time between pk, pw. The time to
distance was estimated assuming traveling speed of 50Km/h.
The actual duration ranges from 5 minutes to several hours.
Table III summarizes the comparison. Both trajectory tracking
techniques over-estimated the duration by about 19% and
13% on average. These deviations are on average about 12.5
minutes for both techniques. However, the standard deviation
shows that the deviations from the average for the SLS−100
technique are smaller than the hybrid technique. This makes
sense because SLS − 100 produces twice the number of data
points to the hybrid technique.
Finally given the estimated duration, we examined whether
a simple threshold could be adequate as most of the previous
work suggests. For instance, one could claim that since,
TABLE III
COMPARISONS OF THE ESTIMATED DURATION FOR 43 STAY-POINTS USING
TRAJECTORY DATA FROM TWO DIFFERENT TECHNIQUES. THE ACTUAL
TOTAL DURATION IS 4194 MINUTES.
Duration (deviation from actual)
Total
Minutes
Average
(%)
STD
(%)
Average
(min)
STD
(min)
Hybrid 4517 19 30 12.6 20.2
SLS-100 4294 13 17 12.5 16.7
according to our experiments, the minimum actual duration
is 5 minutes then it would be adequate to just use a time
threshold of 5 minutes in order to identify a stay-point. To this
end, we have again examined the duration of all the inflection
points for the best performing techniques. We remind that
an inflection point is an extremum point (or region) that is
assigned a confidence value less than 60%.
Our findings, which are summarized in table IV, reveal
that the minimum, maximum and average duration for the
hybrid technique are 4, 49 and 9 minutes, respectively. In
addition, the minimum, maximum and average duration for the
SLS−100 technique are 2, 24 and 4 minutes, respectively. The
aforementioned results demonstrate that there is a significant
gap between the minimum and maximum duration. Probably
the most interesting outcome is that a time threshold of 5
minutes [9] would label 30 and 16 inflection points as stay-
points for the hybrid and SLS− 100 techniques, respectively.
Consequently, the accuracy rates would have been significantly
smaller as false positives will increase 6 times and 2.5 times
for the hybrid and SLS − 100 techniques, respectively.
TABLE IV
THE DURATION OF INFLECTION POINTS FOR THE HYBRID AND SLS-100.
#of Points Duration
Min Max Average ≥ 5′
Hybrid 32 4 49 9 30
SLS-100 54 2 24 4 16
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We have presented a novel method that identifies stay-
points using a geometry-based approach. In a nutshell, our
method transforms the initial trajectory path to a time series
curve such that the stay-point identification problem becomes
an extrema extraction problem. The proposed method avoids
using experimentally deduced distance, time or other threshold
values. In contrast, it uses a confidence formula in order to
robustly distinguish stay-points from stationary points. It is
also runs in linear time and can run in real time.
We evaluated our method on raw trajectory data, for 28
unique days, acquired using four different techniques with
varying densities. The results demonstrate that the proposed
method has 85 − 98% accuracy and it is insensitive to the
trajectory point uniformity, density and noise. The confidence
value, computed for each stay-point region, correctly identifies
all stationary points and generates very few false positive stay-
points.
In the future, we aim to further improve the proposed
method’s accuracy by investigating various ways for either
improving the quality of the raw trajectory data or by improv-
ing current trajectory tracking techniques. A way to do either
is to incorporate a machine learning method. In addition, we
plan to extend our method to 3D such that we can identify
user patterns using 3D feature extraction.
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